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Lessons of Historic November Revolution
in the Light of Comrade Shibdas Ghosh Thought

‘‘…there is a historically
determined scientific process to
change society. Marxism for the

first time revealed this road to
man. Again, in the present era,

the era of moribund world
imperialist-capitalist system and

international proletarian revolution,
those who call themselves

Marxists add the word Leninism
to Marxism and emphasize that

Marxism-Leninism is the only
weapon with which to accomplish

social revolution in this era. This
weapon does not mean cannons,

guns, pistols or bombs—it is a
weapon far greater in power.

Once mastered, this weapon
generates such mighty spirit, it
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creates such organizing ability and

capacity to plan, it elevates
consciousness to such high a level

among the exploited toiling masses
which goes to arm them with an

invincible power to carry on
protracted battles. Those who seek

to obstruct the struggle of the
exploited masses with the military

might of guns and cannons are at
a loss to understand the ‘mystery’

of the source of this strength….
… M a r x i s m - L e n i n i s m

teaches  man to grasp and to
realize where exactly the malady

lies, where the root cause of the
problems lies, and  what  is  the

law  governing  the  changes  in
this  changing society….Only with

exerting influence on it or
accelerating the process of the

change with his activities in
accordance with the law governing

the change.’’ (Science of Marxism
is the Scientific Dialectical

Methodology, SW, Vol. IV)
‘‘In fact, before the Russian

revolution, people throughout the
world could not even imagine that

the ignorant workers-peasants and
the illiterate toilers could ever

overthrow the ruling bourgeoisie or
the formidable monarchical rule like

that of Czardom from power.
Through the February Revolution of

1917 which overthrew the Czar or
Czardom from power in Russia, it

can be said that bourgeois
democratic revolution was

successful.  But although Czardom

could be overthrown through the
February Revolution, the state power

went into the hands of the bourgeoisie,
the Russian bourgeoisie, which was a

partner in the united struggle against
Czardom.  Thus, through the February

Revolution the bourgeois Kerensky
government was no doubt established in

Russia, but side by side the Soviets of
workers  and  peasants  also existed

almost in the form of dual power. The
February Revolution of Russia not only

failed to do away with feudalism-
imperialism completely, but what is more,

the bourgeoisie having come to power
was found to be keeping intact the old

feudal order and also maintaining at the
same time a full-scale understanding with

the imperialists.  As a result, although the
bourgeoisie captured state power

Contd. on page 2

the grasping of this law can

man direct the struggle to
transform the society in the

correct course just as
scientists can harness a

force of nature only when
they have correctly found out

and have known and
grasped the inherent law of

nature that guides a
particular activity of nature;

only when it has been
possible to correctly

understand the law
governing a change can man

control a force of nature,
change a state of matter, or

an order of society by
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overthrowing Czardom through
revolution, if we analyze the phase

of social revolution from the
economic aspect, we find that the

anti-feudal and anti-imperialist tasks
of bourgeois democratic revolution

remained unaccomplished.
This helped create a

misconception among many, who
were known as Marxists in the

revolutionary movement of Russia—
the Socialist Revolutionaries, the

Menshevik party, etc., and even
many within the Bolshevik party

who for all practical purposes
reduced Marxism to economic

determinism.  From an old
understanding of Marxian theory—

that is, the understanding that grew
and developed following Marxism

somewhat as a dogma and which
was not the correct dialectical

materialistic understanding of
Marxism—they started saying that

since in the course of progress and
development of the society the

stages of social revolution cannot be
skipped over, the Soviets of workers

and peasants should co-operate with
the Kerensky government with the

object of fulfilling the anti-feudal,
anti-imperialist tasks of bourgeois

democratic revolution, on the one
hand, and organize people’s

movements, on the other, to mount
pressure on the Kerensky

government to get these unfulfilled
tasks realized.  In this way, the

workers-peasants, the proletariat
would have to  go  along  the  path

of  parliamentary  politics and
through this process the bourgeois

democratic revolution  would  have
to be completed first.  Till these

tasks of the bourgeois democratic
revolution were completed, it was

meaningless to strive for socialist
revolution or, for that matter, any

other revolution. Such a notion
strongly prevailed in Russia after the

February Revolution.
… Comrade Lenin was at the

helm.  He was not a Marxist of the
type who took recourse to quotation

mongering and picked up at random
and out of context a few lines from

here and a few from there to suit his
own contention or to anyhow

demolish his opponents’ arguments.
He realized the basic truth that

Marxism was not just what was
enunciated in the Marxist classics.

To him realization of Marxism

meant acquiring the scientific

methodology, that is, the Marxist
dialectics and the philosophical

outlook with the help of which Marx,
Engels and other Marxists came to

those conclusions, to apply that in
practice and to grasp the essence of

the concrete conditions in which
these enunciations were made.

Quotation mongering, citing
analogies and drawing of historical

parallels—none of these has
anything to do with the Marxist

methodological approach, that is,
none of these conforms to the

dialectical method of analysis of
Marxism.  In the name of Marxism

all these are vulgarizations of
Marxism. Lenin understood this

perfectly. Because he understood
this, he courageously struck at the

root of the ideas prevalent through
his famous treatise, The April

Theses.  He said and showed clearly
to the communists of the world that

Marxism is not economic
determinism—on this stands the

valuable teaching of Lenin that
politics always supersedes economy.

That means, with the uneven
development of capitalism, the twists

and turns, the zigzags and the ups
and downs of the revolutionary

movements—sometimes going
ahead and sometimes retreating, in

the midst of such tussles, politics and
political events are strongly

influencing economic development,
so much so that these have become

actually the determinant. If someone
does not understand the mutual

relation between politics and
economy in this way, rather thinks

that as the economic condition
changes so changes the political

condition, that is, the political
condition changes only as reflection

of the economic change—that
means he has not understood

Marxism, he has accepted
something else in the name of

Marxism.
… Lenin showed through this

theory that, first of all, in the present
era of imperialism and proletarian

revolution, the bourgeois democratic
revolutions in different countries had

also become part of the world
socialist or proletarian revolution.

Secondly, he said, in the
present  era  of  moribund capitalism

when world capitalism had entered
the stage of imperialism  and  turned

out  and  out  reactionary,  the

bourgeoisie in all the countries, even

the bourgeoisie who were
participating in the national liberation

movements in colonial countries,
ceased to have a revolutionary

character which they had as a class
during the eighteenth or nineteenth

centuries.  For, they are also part
and parcel of international

reactionary bourgeoisie.….
… One more essential point

we are to bear in mind in this
connection, that is, revolution cannot

be achieved merely on the basis of
organizational strength. For the

success of revolution, not only a
steel-strong organization of hundreds

of thousands of people are needed
but what is more, an overwhelming

section of the population remaining
outside the orbit of organization must

become passive supporters of the
revolution.  If not passive supporters,

they should at least be benevolently
neutral to revolution and should not

go against the revolution in any case.
This condition is essential for the

success of a revolution. Say, from a
liberal estimate, if we accept that

half-a-million  of  people  is the
combined strength of all the parties

standing for revolution, even then it
is an insignificant minority compared

with the total population of India.  If,
therefore, we do not care for and

are totally unconcerned about the
ideas of morality and ethics, of

decency and civility, of character of
this vast multitude of our people,

then we will simply be rootless.
By ideology we do not mean,

therefore, some high-sounding
words borrowed from outside.

Norms and principles of movement,
sobriety and ethics, taste and

culture-ideology encompasses all
these.  Those who take part in the

movement, those who lead the
movement, they all move among

the masses.…Hence, if some think
that people are not going to bother

about their personal lives and,
therefore, they are free to lead their

lives in whatever way they like and
that revolution will come only from

pulpit speeches about revolution,
they would do well to remember

that it is not that simple.  Nowhere
did revolution come in this way. …if

the ideology is wrong, if the base
political line is wrong, then even if

someone has strength at one time, it
will not last ultimately. …

If the base political line is
muddled up then there is bound to be

confusion on the tactical questions,
the purpose, principle, practice and

mode of democratic mass
movements. …

The lesson that we must draw

from the November Revolution is

that for the success of a revolution
there are three preconditions. The

first is, on the basis of a correct
revolutionary theory, ideology and

base political line, the emergence of
a genuine revolutionary party of the

proletariat with adequate
organizational strength to provide

leadership. …
The second essential condition

for revolution is the United Front. At
the initial stage of democratic

movement, building up of United
Front of left and democratic forces

and after passing this phase, giving
birth to the proletarian United Front

—a front essential for the anti-
capitalist revolution….The third

prerequisite for revolution is to
develop through the united mass

movements or joint struggles
people’s own instrument of struggle,

meaning thereby, giving birth to the
political power of the people, which

will be unlike the municipal
committees or the local and district

committees of the representatives of
the constituent political parties of the

United Front. These will be
organizations, more or less like the

Soviets of the workers and peasants
in Russia, developed through united

struggle of the workers and
peasants having the competence to

accept or reject any programme, as
also having the initiative and

capability to apply them concretely
and independently. Unless these

three essential preconditions of
revolution are fulfilled, movements

may come in wave after wave,
millions of people may plunge in

these movements and lay down their
lives again and again, but there will

be no revolution. Revolution and
revolt or agitation are not one and

the same. By revolution we mean
the politically conscious, organized

and armed uprising of the masses on
the basis of a definite aim and

object, a correct ideology and the
genuine revolutionary political line of

the proletariat. And the more the
people will advance towards

fulfilment of these essential
conditions, the brighter will become

the prospect of a radical
transformation of the present

situation in India and the more
purposive will be the observance of

November Revolution anniversaries
in our life.’’ (Under the Banner of

the Great November Revolution
SW, Vol. III)

‘‘The end of the Second World
War has brought a vital change in

the international situation. The most
important political change is that it

Marxism revealed for the first time that
there is a historically determined scientific

process to change society

November Revolution Lessons

Contd. on page 4

Contd. from page 1
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BJP PM’s warning of uprooting Naxalism
with guns or pens is fraught

with danger of total curb on dissent
‘‘Every form of Naxalism, be it the one

with guns or the one with pens, they have to be
uprooted to prevent them from misleading the
youth of the country,’’ said Prime Minister
Narendra Modi at a ‘‘Chintan Shivir’’ or
brainstorming camp of home ministers and
director general of police of all states in
Faridabad via videoconferencing on 27 October
2022. Modi also said that his government has
introduced several reforms for strengthening the
law and order system, which he claimed have
helped in maintaining a peaceful environment in
the country. ‘‘Laws like UAPA [Unlawful
Activities (Prevention) Act] have given strength
to the system in a decisive battle against
terrorism,’’ he added. Under the provisions of the
draconian legislation, UAPA, investigation
agencies get 180 days to probe a case, as against
60-90 days under ordinary criminal law. This
means an accused is eligible to apply for bail only
after six months. A court cannot award bail to
accused persons if there appears to be prima
facie truth to the allegations made against them.
In other words, an indication is given that as
already many dissenters have been branded as
‘Urban Naxals’ and detained in jail, the vista
would now be widened to muzzle all voices of
protest and dissent by recklessly invoking the
black acts and, if necessary, using spyware like
Pegasus, thereby forbidding any criticism of the
BJP government which would be equated with
terrorism or anti-nationalism. In fact, Union
Home Minister, at the Chintan Shibir of the BJP
at Haryana, mooted a proposal of establishing
National Investigation Agency (NIA) in various
states to contain terrorism, money-laundering
etc., which also indicated that all autocratic
power related to containing voice of opposition on
the pretext of combating terrorism is going to be
concentrated more and more in the hands of the
central government.

Pertinent to mention that in a special
meeting of the United Nations Security Council’s
Counter Terrorism Committee (CTC) held in
Mumbai and New Delhi on 28 & 29 October
2022 respectively, on the theme of ‘Countering
the use of new and emerging technologies for
terrorist purposes’, India’s External Affairs
Minister echoed that ‘Terrorism remains one of
the gravest threats to humanity’. But he did not
answer, who is responsible for this threat to
humanity, nor did he put the blame on countries
like the US and other imperialist countries, the
agencies like CIA, who in fact funded, trained
and supplied modern arms and weapons to these
so called ‘‘terrorist groups’’ for decades, for their
own political and strategic interests, all over the
world. The Minister was only concerned about
the ‘‘misuse of new technologies such as
encrypted messaging and cryptocurrency, use of
drones, and quadcopters, virtual private networks,
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), social media
platforms by the terrorist groups’’ and expressed
that ‘‘despite the counter terrorism measures, the
threat of terrorism is only growing and expanding,
particularly in Asia and Africa.’’ These two days’
deliberations have failed to pinpoint the root
cause of this defined—‘‘terrorism’’. It only

suggested certain measures and steps to counter
‘terrorism’, such as ‘‘dismantlement of terrorist
safe havens, sanctuaries, training grounds,
financial and ideological as well as political
support structures and need for transparent
functioning of the Security Council sanctions
regime’’ etc. Decrying the move to target
journalists, civil society activists, human rights
defenders, and political opponents, which is a
clearcut violation of human rights carried out in
the guise of ‘counter terrorism’, Ireland’s
representative in the conference held that:
‘‘Often, counter-terrorism measures violate
human rights. The Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights report on the
right to privacy highlighted how hacking tools and
mass surveillance of public places, purportedly to
counter terrorism, are misused to target
journalists, human rights defenders, and political
opponents. Human rights violations carried out in
the guise of counter terrorism increase
radicalization.’’ Norway’s   representative also
supported Ireland on the protection of human
rights and privacy. ‘‘Freedom of expression must
be protected both offline and online’’, he added.
Emphasizing the above point, Scott Campbell,
Human Rights and Digital Technology Team
Leader at the UN Office of the High
Commissioner on Human Rights, also raised the
issue of ‘‘surveillance and spyware tools being
used by law-enforcement authorities against
dissenting voices in the name of countering
terrorism.’’ ‘‘Such spyware tools have frequently
been used for illegitimate and much broader aims,
including to clamp down on critical or dissenting
views and on those who express them.’’
Campbell further ‘‘called for a moratorium on
their use and marketing until adequate safeguards
are developed and put in place… to fight
terrorism, these have often been used over vague
definitions of terrorism or terrorist acts, and at
times have granted extensive executive powers
without sufficient safeguard against abuse.’’

It is clear from the above how the
governments in different countries, in the name of
countering terrorism, are misusing the power to
clamp down on the freedom of the people who
are opponents of the Government policies.  So,
the real target of the ‘counter terrorism
committee’, are not the so called the ‘terrorists’
groups, but the people who are opposed to the
anti-people policies of the governments and who
are against the surveillance and spy network
imposed upon the people. Such measures of the
governments are only meant to curb the freedom,
civil liberties and constitutional rights of the
people—what the Modi-led BJP government of
India is now in avid pursuit of. For ruthlessly
exploitative, utterly inhuman and corrupt
imperialists-capitalists and their pliant
governments India included, there is now no other
alternative but to bare their fascist tooth and claw
in the attempt, though to be proved futile in the
long run, to suppress growing people’s protests
and, at times, upsurges against their escalating
repression and oppression. It is the people and not
the tyrannical rulers who have always spoken the
last word.

Adani unites
CPI (M) and BJP in

serving his class interest
The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and the

ruling CPI (M) in Kerala joined the march led by
the ‘Save Vizhinjam Port action council’ in support
of Adani Group’s Rs 7,525 crore Vizhinjam
international seaport project on 1st November
2022. BJP’s district president, VV Rajesh, and
CPI (M)’s district secretary Anavoor Nagappan
joined the march led by the action council towards
the secretariat.’

The Pinarayi Vijayan-led Left Democratic
Front (LDF) government’s investment-friendly
face is feeling the heat from the popular resistance
against its multi-crore investment project. The
latest in this is a more than 100 day-old protest by
the fishing community against the project.

The threat of large-scale eviction of people
from their houses and acquisition of lands has
sparked a popular resistance movement. There
was criticism within the CPI (M) leadership itself
against the Chief Minister’s and CPI (M)’s model
of development through big projects. ‘‘Choosing a
right-wing path and ignoring the people’s voice
would be disastrous for the Left front,’’ said a CPI
(M) state committee member. ‘‘We have in our
front the example of West Bengal and Nandigram.
It is the responsibility of the political leadership to
correct the government,’’ he added.

The BJP supported the project, saying it
would significantly boost the state’s development.
On the other hand, CPI (M) urged the protesters
to stop the agitation. CPI(M) also termed the
protest an attempt to unleash a riot in the state.

Condemning this pro-monopolist policy of the
CPI (M)-led Kerala government, AIKKMS in a
statement issued on 4 November 2022 said that
during last hundred days the fishermen of Kerala
have been fighting against Adani port, in
Trivandrum. This Adani port is detrimental to the
interest of the common people, particularly to the
interest of the fishermen. From the very inception
of the movement, AIKKMS is with the struggling
fishermen and is trying its best to make the
movement a successful one.

The movement is gaining momentum day by
day. Being frightened, the ruling CPI(M) has joined
hands with arch fascist autocratic BJP to protect
the interests of multinational Adani. AIKKMS
urged upon the people, specially workers and
peasants to come forward and stand by this
fighting fishermen to make the movement
victorious. (Source:english. madhyam.com dated 10-10-22,

India Today 02-11-22 and Indian Express 03-11-22)

Jalandhar : Book Stall by SUCI (C) and AIDSO
on the occasion of Gadri Mela.
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has polarized the world social forces
into two distinct camps, namely, the

imperialist-fascist war camp led by
the USA and the anti-imperialist

socialist peace camp headed by the
USSR. The emergence of the

socialist camp after the Second
World War has freed socialism from

within the bounds of a single country
and transformed it into a world

system. This is no doubt the main
feature of the present era,

distinguishing the present from the
past, the pre-war period.’’... (The

Post-Second World War
International Situation and

Lessons of the November
Revolution SW Vol. I)

‘‘Before the anti-imperialist,
anti-capitalist, peace-loving and

freedom-loving peoples of the world,
the Soviet Union very naturally

stood as the leader of the socialist
camp. Being the first working class

state based on Marxism-Leninism
and built up and reared by Lenin and

Stalin, it enjoyed the unflinching
confidence and high esteem of

people across the world. Very
naturally, it was for the Soviet Union

to provide leadership to the socialist
camp. It was its task then to co-

ordinate the mass movements in
different countries with the peace

movement of the socialist camp
against the imperialist war

machinations. As the leader of the
socialist camp, the main task of the

Soviet Union  was, on the one hand,
to maintain the relative superiority of

the socialist camp over the
imperialist camp in nuclear arms

which could act as the guarantee of
world peace against ‘nuclear

blackmailing’ by imperialism, and, on
the other, not only to expose the real

face of the imperialists’ nuclear
blackmailing, or nuclear war threats,

but also to unmask the nefarious US
politics of engineering local and

partial warfare here and there all
over the world, of instigating one

country to get embroiled in war with
another, and its policy of ‘cash and

violence’ and of wanton interference
in the internal affairs of other

countries through coup by stooges
propped up by the CIA in the armies

of different countries.’’
In the Second World War

period, such a situation had arisen
that once I opined that we had

almost reached the threshold of
world revolution, so to say—just a

few yards from it. Just at that time

the world communist movement
slipped into a labyrinth. That is, the

situation was such that there was a
bright possibility of revolution

becoming victorious from country to
country. The power of resistance of

imperialism was totally shattered.
All the imperialist countries of

Europe were then totally war-
ravaged. They were producing

below installed capacity. They were
not able to feed their people. …

many a country having now come
out of the yoke of imperialism and

the prospect of imperialist
exploitation in those newly

independent resurgent nationalist
countries having declined owing to

setting up of new industries there,
naturally a tremendous pressure

came upon the imperialist economy.
In reality, the whole US economy

stands on quicksand….
Its whole economic system

rests on war economy. The type of
war depending on which it has been

maintaining its economic stability at
present, is a local, partial, temporary

affair—it cannot last long. And it
can keep these local wars going

because, in the main, the national
liberation movements have not yet

been victorious. Thus, the very
moment the victory of national

liberation struggles of different
colonial and dependent countries

would be completed, the
opportunities for the imperialists to

trigger off local wars would also
diminish. Therefore, the task of the

socialist camp under the leadership
of the Soviet Union was to force

them to pursue the policy of
peaceful co-existence.’’ …‘‘But

Khrushchev reduced the
understanding of the policy of

peaceful co-existence to such a
state that it meant that … regarding

the misdeeds perpetrated by the
USA by aggressing on other

countries … the Soviet Union would
not confront and resist such actions

actively…
It transpires that Khrushchev’s

policy of peaceful co-existence
virtually means that, sitting tight, the

socialist countries would just
sermonize like moralists and allow

the US pirates to aggress on other
lands. … The true purport of the

policy of peaceful co-existence is
that as the Soviet Union would not

interfere anywhere, so it would not
allow the USA, too, to do so.’’

…‘‘The present leadership of the
Communist Party of the Soviet

Union could not grasp the real
significance of the policy of

peaceful co-existence. This they
could not do because of their low

level of ideological
consciousness….

Someone’s capacity to
understand is very high or

consciousness is of a very high
standard—this means that the

thinking and knowledge are of a
very high standard in a given

situation…. But if the level of his
consciousness remains static

there—if he fails to uplift his
standard continually keeping pace

with the newer and newer problems
that appear with the change of time

and condition, then this high
standard of today becomes low in

the perspective of the changed
situation, in relation to newer and

newer problems’’. (The Post-
Second World War International

Situation and Lessons of the
November Revolution SW, Vol. I)

To Lenin, realization of Marxism meant acquiring
the scientific methodology, that is, the Marxist

dialectics and the philosophical outlook

Contd. from page 2

November Revolution Lessons

AIKKMS opposes heinous move to
introduce cultivation of GM Food

In a statement issued on 1 November 2022, Comrades Satyawan
and Shankar Ghosh, President and General Secretary respectively of
AIKKMS said:

We have learnt that the
Genetic Engineering Appraisal
Committee has approved
commercial cultivation of
genetically modified (GM) mustard
and sent the proposal for the
clearance to the Ministry of
Environment, Government of India.
As a result of the induction of GM
seeds in Indian agriculture, the
entire agriculture would go in the
hands of the agri-giants and
multinationals of home and abroad.
We consider that consequence of
this pernicious move would be
detrimental to the interest of the
peasants as well as the common
people.

Moreover, the impact of GM
crops on nature and human health is
not yet assessed properly. The
scientific community is still not at
one on this issue. According to
some experts, it might cause
immense harm to nature and human
health. Hence, it is our considered

opinion that introducing GM seeds in
Indian agriculture would be
damaging.

The interested circle is putting
forth the argument that GM seed
plantation would enhance production
of agricultural produce. But this
argument is baseless. The problem
of hunger in India is not due to
shortage of production, but because
of the anti-people policies of the pro-
monopoly governments. Still the
BJP-led central government,
subservient to bourgeois class
interest, is going ahead with the
proposal to serve the giant
multinationals intending to capture
Indian agricultural sector. The
people of our country have no
alternative but to fight against it with
utmost vigour and courage.

So, we urge upon the peasants
and toiling people of our country to
come forward to resist this heinous
move of the multinationals and their
servitor, the central BJP government.

‘‘November Socialist
Revolution provides us with many

lessons…We have to understand
that if the base political line before

the movement is not correctly
determined, then, like the

innumerable struggles in the past, in
the future, too, the struggles for

emancipation of the exploited people
will inevitably end in a fiasco time

and again…
…however difficult may be the

situation today, you have to
constantly bear in mind an important

point which persons with intellect,
the dialectical materialists and the

devotees of science knew only, but
common people, even if they could

understand the reason of that, yet
they could not wholeheartedly

accept it….The November
Revolution, for the first time in the

history, proved to the world, not in
theory alone, but by concrete

instance that—yes, it was
possible…’’ (Under the Banner of

the Great November Revolution
SW Vol. III)

Keep abreast of the mass and class struggles led by our Party.
Please follow the official facebook page of the SUCI (C)
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Morbi Bridge Collapse Tragedy and
Doublespeak of the BJP PM

When a flyover under
construction had collapsed in
Kolkata in 2016, taking lives of more
than 20 people, the  Prime Minister
Modi in a speech criticized the West
Bengal government at a rally in the
state. ‘‘A flyover collapsed in the
heart of Kolkata recently but the
state government did not take
prompt action. Several people lost
their lives and were injured severely
but the Left Front parties and TMC
kept blaming each other for the
incident. The construction company
said it was an act of God but instead
it was an act of fraud’’, PM Modi
said in his speech, according to the
transcript on his personal website.

He also hastened to add that
this very collapse indicated the
message of god about imminent
disintegration of the state. He also
taunted the TMC-led West Bengal
government for that untoward
incident. Surely no government can
fight shy of its responsibility when
such accidents occur because of
negligence or dereliction of duty or
compromise with quality of material
used as well as the construction
methodology. But when several
times more destructive incident of a
bridge on Machchuu river collapsed
in Morbi of Gujarat on 30 October
last taking a toll of 141 precious
lives, the PM who was present in
that state for inaugurating various
projects before election did not

responsibility for maintaining a
bridge by the BJP government.
Concerns have also been raised

Secretary, SUCI(C) sent a
memorandum to the Chief Minister
on 31 October 2022 stating, inter
alia, that while expressing heartfelt
condolences to the families of the
deceased in Morbi incident, from the
information received about the
incident, they could not but arrive at
the conclusion that it is a ‘Man made
Calamity’. They also drew attention
of the Chief Minister towards the
serious lapses at all levels for such
a tragedy. Now after this sad
incident, all the vote-based parties
are busy trading charges against
each other.

The company assigned the job
of repairing the bridge recently
shuns its responsibility by passing on
the onus for overcrowding on the
bridge. The Nagarpalika said the
bridge was opened before
clearance.  On the other hand, the
state government also claims that
the company alone is guilty. They
firmly believed that while multi-level
lapses on the part of the company
caused this tragic incident, neither
the Nagarpalika nor the state
government can evade their
responsibilities either. The very
approach of shifting the entire blame
on the company and  arrogating to
themselves a clean chit cannot be
accepted.

The Gujarat State SUCI(C),
inter alia, demanded stringent
punishment to the company, strict
actions against the responsible
officers of Nagarpalika and suitable
compensation to the affected
families as well as free medical care
of the injured.

BJP MP lashes out against Yogi-led UP government

for utter failure in handling flood situation
‘‘Advice is sought before

floods, but speaking is not allowed.
You only have to listen. … Public
representatives are silent. If you
speak, you will be labelled as a
rebel. If you give advice, nobody
will follow. Speaking is disallowed,’’
Brij Bhushan Sharan Singh, BJP MP
from Kaiserganj, UP, told the media
while visiting his constituency to
review arrangements made for the
flood-hit people in the state. He
lashed out at his party’s government
for shoddy preparations for floods
that have wreaked havoc in at least
1370 villages in 18 different districts
of Uttar Pradesh that  were
affected by the floods. Singh had to
use a tractor to reach his residence
in Gonda, local media reports
mentioned. The next day, Singh was
quizzed by media persons when he
was seen taking rounds of flood-
affected areas in Gonda travelling

on a tractor. Asked about the reason,
Singh said it was because the tractor
was the only source of transportation
in such deep water. Asked about the
Gonda administration’s claims that it
had provided boats and relief
material were being distributed to
the people, Singh told that it was
better not to ask about the district
administration.

‘‘Earlier, whichever
government used to be in power, a
meeting would be held before floods
for preparation. I don’t think any
meeting was held [this time].
‘Bhagwan ke bharose log hain’
[People are left on their own].
People are waiting for water to
recede…. I have never seen such
shoddy preparation in my life. The
tragedy is that we can’t even cry.
We can’t even express our
feelings,’’ he said.

After conducting a routine

aerial survey of the flood-hit
districts Yogi Adityanath, the BJP
chief minister of UP, customarily
observed that ‘‘There has been
heavy rain in Rajasthan and Madhya
Pradesh and hence water level in
Chambal, Betwa and tributary rivers
have increased leading to increase
in water level in Ganga and
Yamuna,’’ conveniently parrying the
pertinent question about utter failure
in adopting flood-resisting measures
and complete mismanagement in
providing prompt relief and
rehabilitation of the flood-affected
people. And then most hypocritically
he claimed that planned efforts by
his government in the past five
years have resulted in
unprecedented reduction in the
number of districts that were
ravaged by floods every monsoon.
Presiding over a review meeting to
assess the preparedness for floods,

he also hastened to add that the state
government has found a permanent
solution for floods which led to
extensive loss of lives and property
in the state for decades. What is
noteworthy that in 2021, when
floods had devastated the same
Gonda, Bahraich and Balrampur
districts, he had said that owing to
heavy rains in Nepal, the water
levels in rivers Rapti and Burhi Rapti
have increased, leading to the
flooding of nearby areas.

So, the alibi is one and the
sames—rains elsewhere is causing
flood in UP. Also he has not
elaborated what grandiose plan he
has envisaged to stall recurrence of
this disaster taking a heavy toll of
life and property besides large scale
eviction of people from their home
and hearth. (Source: Zee News 04-09-21,

Times of India 30-06-22, The Hindu 31-08-
22, Outlook 15-09-2, The Print 15-10-22)

cancel his programme to rush to the
spot but only sent a bagful of
sympathies for the bereaved

families and the injured.
No ‘act of god or fraud’ like

comment was made by him although
the bridge was claimed to have been
recently repaired under the BJP-led
Gujarat government. This kind of
doublespeak and shedding crocodile
tears only befit an autocratic leader
who finds no fault of his own or of
his party and government but is
adept in dumping blames, mostly
unfounded, on his opposition.
Questions have been raised over
why Oreva Group, a company
which once described itself as the
‘‘world’s largest clock
manufacturing company’’ before it
also began making lighting products,
battery-operated bikes, home
appliances and TV sets—was given

about whether safety checks were
carried out before the bridge was
reopened.

The BJP-led state government
has arrested a few low-rank
employees for playing to the gallery
while the main culprits are moving
around scot-free. Ludicrous is the
claim of the Oreva manager that the
accident was ‘an act of god’.
Ridiculous is also the comment of
the commandant of the National
Disaster Response Force. He said
that as the depth of the river under
both sides of the Machchuu river
was less, people fell on the hard
stony soil beneath water and died.

Raising question as to: whither
governance in the state, Comrade
Meenakshi Joshi, the Gujarat State
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World proletarian revolution alone can bring about

Fundamental contributions of
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh
Both Comrades Lenin and Mao

Zedong in course of correctly
applying Marxism on their respective
soils while accomplishing revolution,
had developed and enriched the
science of Marxism. Similarly,
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh had
concretely applied Marxism-
Leninism in the concrete situation of
our country with the objective of
laying the roadmap of Indian
revolution. He asserted that in
whichever country revolution would
take place following correct
application of Marxism-Leninism,
some enriched understanding of
Marxism-Leninism would germinate
in the thoughts of the architect of
revolution. And that understanding
would make some fundamental
contributions in the treasure house
of Marxism-Leninism. Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh could not lead Indian
revolution to victory because of his
untimely demise. Yet, in the process
of taking forward the revolutionary
movement with all his might, he
made some fundamental
contributions to take the
understanding of Marxism-Leninism
to a new height.

Despite all attempts by
bourgeois propaganda machine

to stall eruption of people’s
movement, the protests are

bursting forth
The economic, political, social

and cultural crises have immensely
accentuated in our country. To what
level has unemployment risen? To
what height has inflation ascended?
To what high proportion corruption
of the bootlickers of capitalist class
has assumed? In every sphere, the
condition is precarious. In the
absence of food, medicine and other
basic needs of life, people are dying
in large numbers, silently and
without being noticed. Does any
newspaper publish such news! Does
any TV channel cover this
harrowing spectacle? It occurs to
me at times that the pompous TV
programmes make people forget
their hunger.  Such is the power of
the bourgeois media in spewing
venom.  Now smartphones and
social media have also teamed up
with print and electronic media to
strengthen bourgeois propaganda
machinery. In order to serve the
class interest of the oppressive

bourgeoisie, this machinery is
working overtime to nip people’s
movements in the bud. Yet it is true
that despite this choreographed
bourgeois propaganda and every
possible vile effort by the servitors
of the capitalist class, it has not
been possible to suppress people’s
movements. Oppressed people are
organizing protest agitations in
various places against brutal killings,
crimes against women and
developing movements including
resistance movements.

In this connection, I would like
to briefly refer to the situation of
West Bengal. During the freedom
movement, Bengal used to be called
the land of revolution. At that time
and even after independence, West
Bengal was the citadel of leftist
movements. Today, however, the
self-styled leftist parties as well as
pseudo-Marxists have shunned the
path of democratic movement and
are trying to anyhow be saddled in
governmental power by capitulating
to rule and dominance of the
capitalist class. Thus, they are
virtually following the rightist line.
On the other hand, though our
organizational growth is taking place
amidst this adverse situation, we
have not yet been able to muster so
much strength as to provide
leadership to the struggles of all
sections of the toiling masses. Still I
find that even if no party comes
forward to build up democratic mass
movement, people are coming out in
the streets and themselves
developing powerful struggle in
demand for basic necessities of
subsistence. They are sacrificing
life, facing police onslaughts and
courting arrests. This is not
happening only in West Bengal or
our country. In many countries of
the world, such spontaneous protests
are bursting forth almost in the form
of mass upsurges. How explosive
has been the situation of Sri Lanka?
Thousands of people, unfed and
unclad, are coming out on the streets
and facing the bullets of the
government. Government is meeting
them with bullets. Still people there
are in no mood to go back home
since there is nothing to look back
to. Today they have really turned
destitute.

Oppressed people in many
other countries are spontaneously
building up movements to hold onto

their lives. Correct realization has
dawned upon only a limited section
of the masses out of experience.
The brutal repressive imperialist-
capitalist rule is facing challenge
everywhere including US and UK.
But the intensity of challenge is not
uniform everywhere. Meetings and
protest rallies are taking place
everywhere.

Same is the condition in other
European countries. Why was the
European Union formed once? The
protagonists of European Union
exuded confidence that once such
an union was formed, problems of
life would be over and economic
progress would be spurred. What is
the condition of that much-promised
European Union? Cracks are
occurring there also.

To befool the people, the
imperialist-capitalist rulers had
promised that they were uniting
under one umbrella so that people
would have nothing to complain
about. Everyone would prosper. But
after some time, conflicts broke out
among the constituent countries.
Great Britain, one of its founder
members, exited the Union. But
why? Because economic crisis,
instead of being abated, accentuated
over the passage of time and hence
the aggrieved British citizens forced
their government to come out of
European Union. A few more
member countries of the Union are
also mulling over leaving the Union.
Faced with acute crises, people of
these countries are raising similar
demand. You need to take note of
the deceitful acts of the bourgeois
rulers. They have been befooling
people with fake promises that if
voted to power, they would be doing
this or that in people’s interest and
all problems would be over. People
are disgusted by such hoaxes. They
are in no mood to have any faith in
such fake assurances. Through
experience, they are becoming
conscious about futility of bourgeois
vote politics. If any positive is to
happen, that can only be through the
path of movement. They are coming
out in the streets based on that
understanding. But the problem is
that there is no reliable leadership
other than our Party before them.
People are desiring movement but
how can that be channelized along
the right track without proper
leadership? How can the movement

develop following a scientific
process? That is why, Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh had pointed out that
democratic movements must be
developed under the leadership of a
correct revolutionary party. There
should be a torrent of democratic
movements of the workers,
peasants, students, youths and
women.  But if such movements
surge forth spontaneously and there
is no correct revolutionary
leadership, the bourgeoisie would
either mislead the people with false
promises or crush those movements
with batons and bullets. It would
never allow the common people to
raise their heads. So Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh repeatedly reminded
the struggling masses that in the
capitalist system, nothing tangible
can be obtained through election.
Only through united movements led
by a correct revolutionary party,
some of the justified demands of the
people can be achieved. First, out of
eight demands, three would be
achieved. After realizing one
demand, another movement would
be built up. But neither through
elections nor in any other way, by
astrological predictions or
performance of religious rituals like
organizing oblation or giving ajans.
To establish legitimacy of resolving
burning problems as well as
fulfilment of the just demands,
leadership of the revolutionary party
is a must.

Economic crisis is accentuating
in all countries. In every country,
movements under correct leadership
ought to be developed against this
capitalist crisis brunt of which is
borne by the common toiling masses.
If a revolutionary party is at the
helm, such movements would pave
the way for the establishment of
socialism by overthrowing the
capitalist state machine. I also want
to point out that till now movement
is not the main feature in every
sphere of the society. How will that
happen unless correct revolutionary
movement is crystallized? So people
are to be taught again and again that
vote politics would not solve the
basic problems of life, let alone
emancipation from oppression and
repression. Comrade Ghosh also
taught that  mere explaining the
problems would be of no avail unless
people are to be made theoretically
equipped. People have become
somewhat inured to the
explanations. But the revolutionaries
do not relent. They only work to
intensify people’s struggle. I would
once again urge upon you to imbibe
the truth that with every passing day,
the rich is becoming richer and the
poor, poorer. Many wretched people
are committing suicides. And those
who have not yet opted for suicide
have been finding life not worth
leading. (to be contd.)

desired emancipation from oppression and repression
(Comrade Asit Bhattacharyya, veteran Polit Bureau member, SUCI(C), delivered an inspiring and educative

speech in Assamese in Guwahati on 26 April last on the occasion of observance of the 74th Party Foundation Day.
The original speech in Assamese and its Bengali translation were published in instalments in Ganamukti and
Ganadabi, our Assamese and Bengali organs respectively. It has been felt necessary to publish its English translation
in Proletarian Era in instalments. The first and second instalments were published in the previous two issues i.e.,
Vol. 56 No. 5 dated 15 October and Vol. 56 No. 6 dated 1 November 2022. This is the third instalment. Responsibility
of translation error and inadequacy of expression, if any, lies with the Editorial Board of Proletarian Era.)
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Drumbeating spurt in defence export by BJP leaders
portends a calamitous future for people

The BJP government organized
a DefExpo2022 from 18 to 22
October 2022 at Gandhi Nagar,
Gujarat, home state of the BJP PM
in which 1,300 exhibitors including
start-up Defence PSUs and private
industries participated. It is being
talked about in many quarters that
this event was organized to boost
the personal image of BJP PM Modi
and derive electoral benefits for the
ruling party in the forthcoming
assembly election in the state.
Besides that, the other objective of
the DefExpo2022 is reportedly to
augment arms export to 5 billion
dollars by 2025. While speaking at
the DefExpo, the BJP PM said that
‘‘India sees the defence sector as
an infinite sky of opportunities, as
positive possibilities.’’  His views
were endorsed by Rajnath Singh,
the BJP Defence Minister (DM),
when he was outlining the purpose
of DefExpo2022. ‘‘We are swiftly
moving towards becoming the
pioneers in design, development and
manufacturing at a global level. We
are witnessing a transformational
journey from being the largest
Defence importer to a net
exporter’’. The minister described
‘path to pride’ as not just a theme of
DefExpo 2022, but a ‘make in India’,
‘make for the world’ vision of ‘new
India’. The Defence Minister also
confirmed that as many as 75
countries participated in
DefExpo2022, and more than 53
African countries would be explored
as a new destination for its export of
arms and defence equipment.
According to him, it is ‘an era of
empowerment for the Indian
defence sector’ and India will
become a ‘‘global defence
manufacturing hub’’.  Rajnath Singh
also informed in September 2022
that ‘‘The Defence Ministry has set
a target of Rs 1.75 lakh crore of
defence production by 2025, which
will include export of Rs 35,000
crore. The major contribution in this
(70-80%) would be of India’s
Defence Public Sector Undertakings
(PSUs)’’.

Both BJP PM and DM
evidently wanted to highlight before
the world how India was progressing
to become ‘‘Atmanirbhar’’ (self-
reliant) in arms manufacturing and
increasing capacity to supply
sophisticated weaponry to the world.
Also needed is to point out that Ajay
Bhat, Minister of State, Defence,
provided a clarification to India’s
defence policy: ‘‘The Government of
India has taken several policy

initiatives in the past few years to
encourage indigenous design,
development, and manufacture of
defence equipment, thereby
promoting self-reliance in defence
manufacturing & technology in the
country’’.  Further, the BJP
government has also liberalized the
policy of foreign direct investment
(FDI) policy allowing 74 per cent
investment under the automatic
route and up to 100% under
government route in the defence
sector. According to the Stockholm
International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI) India was 23rd
largest exporter of arms during
2017-21. (currentaffairs.adda.com
15-03-22)

These figures of India’s
defence export, as we have
indicated above, are changing fast
as the BJP government is pushing
for more and more militarization of
Indian economy to artificially
stimulate demands of basic goods
like steel and at the same time
increasing its military power to
emerge as an imperialist
superpower, not only in Asia but in
the world. Alongside, a message is
also sought to be given that India’s
military hardware is of global
standard and hence worth of being
acquired by other countries. So, the
objective of arms manufacturing and
export on a large scale is to make
both economic and political gains,
trademark of an imperialist
gameplan. Hence, India’s defence
export has drastically grown in the
last five years. The arms exports in
2021-22 were almost eight times
what they were about five years
back. Total defence and technology
related exports touched the highest
ever figure of Rs.12,815 crores in
2021-22 registering a 54.1% rise
over the previous year. 70% of
these exports came from the private
sector and the remaining 30% from
the public sector.

In a written reply in the Lok
Sabha on 10 March 2021, Shripad
Naik, Minister for state defence,
informed that at present defence
items from India are being exported
to more than 84 countries but the
‘‘names of the countries cannot be
divulged due to strategic reasons’’,
stated a PIB press release. 30
Indian defence companies have
exported arms and equipment even
to countries like Italy, Maldives, Sri
Lanka, Russia, France, Nepal,
Mauritius, Sri Lanka, Israel, Egypt,
UAE, Bhutan, Ethiopia, Saudi
Arabia, Philippines, Poland, Spain

and Chile. The exports include
personal protective items, defence
electronics systems, engineering
mechanical equipment, offshore
patrol vessels, advanced light
helicopters. avionics suits, radio
systems and radar systems. One of
the major export deals inked in
January this year was the $375
million (Rs 2,770 crore) contracts to
export BrahMos supersonic cruise
missiles to the Philippines, with
further expectation of similar deals
with other Asian countries like
Indonesia and Vietnam. Thus, when
productive investment in core
sectors is dipping, defence
manufacturing and exports are going
up at a rapid pace. (ndtv 10-03-21)
The BJP government of India has
set a target of clocking defence
exports worth USD 5 billion by 2024.
(drishtilas.com dated 09-07-22)
Sarcastically observed one
commentator that India which once
exported non-violence as cajoling
philosophy is now trading violence
overseas.

It is pertinent to mention here
that to justify this militarization of
economy, the ruling imperialists-
capitalists often propagate that if
military production booms in a
country and arms exports go up, it
would give a boost to domestic
economy, create jobs and improve
life conditions of the people.
Highlighting grandiose exports, it is
sought to give an impression of lots
of revenues and increased
production-sine qua non for
strengthening economy. But what
remains in the oblivion is the
character of the economic system
which is based on profit
maximization of a handful of ruling
monopoly houses and multi-nationals
contingent upon maximum
exploitation of the toiling millions.

For example, Hitler brought
about an economic upswing initially
by militarization which temporarily
reduced unemployment and hence
common Germans adored and
backed him. But what is proved
ultimately? It only fattened the purse
of the moneybags, endangered the
world and civilization with its
horrendous war machine entailing
colossal loss of human lives, massive
destruction, slavery and misery.
Moreover, the global capitalist-
imperialist economy over the last 8-
9 decades has become far more
crisis-ridden because of the inherent
laws of capitalism and now has no
chance of revival, whatsoever the
‘panacea’ being prescribed. The

Indian economy is also an
inalienable part of global capitalist-
imperialist economy and hence
cannot remain unaffected by this
soaring crisis. For example, as per
latest media report, the defence
sector provides jobs to around 29
lakh people. (newsbite 29-10-22)
The point is that defence sector or
arms manufacturing industry is not
labour-intensive but a highly capital-
intensive sophisticated one. Hence
whatsoever growth is envisaged in
this regard through a slew of
measures like liberalizing FDI, giving
thrust on export and desperate
attempt to operationalize the ‘Make
in India’ slogan, it cannot be a
substitute for creation of
remunerative permanent jobs to the
millions upon millions of unemployed
in productive sectors. Hence spurt in
arms production is no route to
solving the mammoth mounting
unemployment problem. Rather it
would worsen the situation and
contribute more and more to
fostering of war psychosis and
engineering localized wars which in
turn would make life more
catastrophic for people. One might
recall how common Indians suffered
from famine, hoarding and black
marketing of food articles, sudden
spurt in price line and such other
malaises during the Second World
War. Since then, the rulers changed
but not the rule of capital making life
more and more unbearable.
Decreased income, increasing job
losses, mounting unemployment,
soaring prices, growing
pauperization, spurt in hunger and
starvation deaths, malnutrition,
homelessness, escalating migration
problem are making life nightmarish
for poor households. Women, youth,
and low-wage and informal workers,
especially those living in urban areas,
are among the hardest hit. Inequality
has been rising at an accelerated
pace both within countries and
between countries, with long-term
impacts on access to opportunity and
to social mobility. Over and above,
people are suffering from baneful
fallout of wars generated by the
imperialists, unprecedented
devastation wreaked by climate
changes caused by global warming
due to reckless emission of
greenhouse gases and use of fossil
fuel by the owners of industries to
reap maximum profit. 207,156 Iraqi
civilians were killed when US
imperialists launched a devastating
war of aggression on Iraq on a false

Contd. on page 8
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pretext. About 6,10,000 precious
lives have been lost as of March
2022 in the US-sponsored war in
Syria. Thousands are dying in
ongoing war between Russia and
Ukraine. Besides death and
destruction as well as keeping the air
surcharged with tension, use of
latest arms including weapons of
mass destruction in the present day
wars is also polluting the
atmosphere. Hence there is nothing
to rejoice at growing defence export,
rather it is a matter of grave
concern and portends a yet grimmer
future.

But there is nothing to be
surprised by it. Because, those who
seek to view world events based on
scientific method of analysis
provided by Marxism-Leninism
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, Founder
General secretary, SUCI(C), and an
outstanding Marxist leader, thinker
and philosopher, had shown way
back in 1962 that ‘‘…precarious
position of theirs is felt by the
imperialists themselves and naturally
they are making desperate attempts
to get out of the burning pyre. They
are trying to offset the difficulties by
having recourse to frantic
rearmament and militarization of
industry and through more and more
capitalist concentration. True, it is
much like a drowning man catching
at a straw. Nevertheless, the
imperialists are doing all this to stave
off the crisis and maintain the boom
of the capitalist market, at least
temporarily, by artificial stimulation
of increased military consumption.
But far from easing the situation,
militarism is aggravating the
capitalist contradictions and crisis
further still. And the more acute the
crisis, the more militarized is
becoming the economy. There is
thus a vicious cycle going on,

leading to an unbridled arms race.’’
(Call of the Hour, SW Vol. II) He
further elaborated in 1974 that
‘‘Faced with such a market crisis the
capitalists in the advanced capitalist
countries—and even in backward
countries which are being
reconstructed on the capitalist lines
—on being confronted with such
multifarious crises, are dovetailing
the whole economy with the military
economy. In other words, since a
market boom cannot be sustained
due to crisis, attempts are being
made to stimulate it artificially….So,
…They go on producing armaments,
increasing military strength and
building up defence industries. This
very act of militarization of
economy, fully dovetailing the
productive system with military
production—this is what we call
militarization of industry…. the
capitalists have no other way to keep
capitalism somehow alive in the
prevailing abysmal crisis….if their
stockpiled weapons continue to be
used up …it will it be possible for
them to somehow keep up the
ongoing militarization of industry.
Otherwise, if such arms continue to
get stockpiled, that is to say, they do
not get a market to release these, it
will not be possible for them to
maintain the artificial boom in the
market even through militarization of
industries…. the bourgeois rulers of
our country too are engaged in this
conspiracy.’’ (Present Situation and
Main Danger to Democratic
Movement, SW Vol. IV))

DefExpo2022 has been a part
of the overall scheme of ruling
Indian monopolists and their trusted
political managers like the BJP
towards more and more
militarization of the Indian economy.

(Source: Times of India, 09-07-22,
drishtiias 09-07-22, Newson Air 02-08-22,
Enterpreuner India 18-10-22, Business
Standard 20-10-22

Militarization of economy is a common
feature in all imperialist-capitalist countries

Contd. from page 7

Meeting organized by the All India
Indo-Korean Friendship Association on

the 77th founding anniversary of the
Workers Party of Korea (WPK)

On the 77th anniversary of the
foundation of the Workers’ Party of
Korea, a meeting was organized by
the All India Indo-Korean Friendship
Association at the India
International Centre, New Delhi on
11 October 2022. The
SUCI(Communist) was represented
in the meeting by Comrade Pran
Sharma, Delhi State Secretary. KC
Tiwari, Convener, Delhi Chapter of
the All-India Anti-Imperialist Forum
was also present.

Mr. Choe Hui Chol,
Ambassador of DPRK to India
presented a paper on the
achievements made by the DPRK in
various spheres of life.  In his
speech, Comrade Pran Sharma, said
that at a time when the whole
capitalist-imperialist world is mired
in insoluble market crises and
recession, the DPRK (North Korea)
has not only banished

unemployment, disease, illiteracy
and hunger from its soil, it has also
developed necessary nuclear
deterrent to counter the war threats
of the US imperialists and their
associates. All this has been possible
because the DPRK under the
leadership of the Workers’ party of
Korea has sought to concretize and
creatively apply Marxism-Leninism
to the concrete conditions obtaining
in their country.

Comrade Sharma stated that
the urgent tasks before the left and
progressive forces now are to
apprise the working people of the
world of the decadence and
moribund nature of capitalism and
the need to replace it with the
superior socialist system.

The DPRK can play an
important role towards that goal by
holding such meetings frequently
with fraternal parties and

progressive forces all
over the world.
Comrade Sharma
thanked the All India
Indo-Korean Friendship
Association for giving
him the opportunity to
place his views before
them.

Call for movement against Assam government’s

sinister plan to install prepaid/post-paid meters
The BJP Government in Assam is ahead of others in setting up prepaid

or postpaid electricity meters. Smart Prepaid Meters would guarantee
earning of revenue before power is consumed. Complaints are received that
bills raised against smart meters have been exorbitantly high; ranging from
Rs. 2000 to Rs. 15,000. But Assam Power Distribution Company Limited
(APDCL) has been far from admitting it.

An engineer of the electricity department sought to provide a bogus
explanation at a press meet that the abnormal hike has been due to technical
faults of the billing process of the APDCL. All Assam Electricity Consumer
Association, Assam chapter, immediately took up the issue and pointed out
that despite the older digital meters being faultless, the Electricity Department
has made a pact with a private organization to the amount of 33 lakhs per
month to arrange setting up smart meters. It has called upon all consumers
to develop a powerful movement to thwart the pernicious move.
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